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L ast week, I participated in the two-and-a-half hour Movie Geeks United! podcast on
director Roman Polanski. It was a great discussion as always, and Jerry Dennis (co-host
alongside Jamey DuVall) had some very kind things to say in his introduction to my

segment. You make me blush, sir. Much obliged. The link to the podcast is here. My
contribution begins at 96:30, though do listen to the entire show—Jerry and Jamey worked
their butts off on this, and it shows. Here’s more information about the episode from the Blog
Talk Radio website:

The Movie Geeks trace the extraordinary life and career of
acclaimed filmmaker Roman Polanski with special guests
including director Brett Ratner (Rush Hour); Bobbie O’Steen, the
wife of Polanski’s late editor Sam O’Steen (Chinatown,
Rosemary’s Baby, Frantic); cinematography great William A.
Fraker (Rosemary’s Baby); and critic Keith Uhlich. Also featured
will be highlights from the Geeks’ January 2008 interview with
Marina Zenovich, director of the 2008 docu Roman Polanski:
Wanted and Desired. During the two-hour special, Ratner—who
cast Polanski as a French detective in 2007’s Rush Hour 3—reveals
that he’s producing a sequel to Roman Polanski: Wanted and
Desired. “Marina’s such a brilliant filmmaker…I’m lucky to be
working with her,” he tells us, adding: “Because now it’s really
more about the outcome of what’s happened since, Roman has
agreed to participate.” To read more about Ratner’s take on
Polanski, click here.
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Tom Elrod • 11 years ago

• Reply •

Keith, I&#39m interested in listening to this and plan to do so, but this isn&#39t a Polanski apologia,
is it? We can appreciate his films without forgiving him his crimes.
△ ▽

Keith Uhlich • 11 years ago

• Reply •

Hi Tom- 

It is not an apologia. In my segment, I discuss the films, with a few references to how they might have
come from and/or pointed the way to both the hurt caused him and the hurt he himself meted out.
Neither Jamey nor Jerry conceived this show as a way to excuse his actions and it was actually
planned long before recent events.
△ ▽

Dan Harper • 11 years ago

• Reply •

Things like this really separate the sheep from the goats. It&#39s perfectly possible that someone can
be a talented artist and a pedophile simultaneously. (Does anybody really want to know what some
Renaissance artists got up to in private?) Alas, too many famous people think the former somehow
excuses the latter, which it simply cannot. I admire Knife in the Water and Chinatown. I never met
Polanski and I don&#39t believe he would be my friend if I did.
△ ▽

Kevin • 11 years ago

Remember especially that you cannot be the judge of anyone. For there can be no judge of a criminal
on earth until the judge knows that he, too, is a criminal, exactly the same as the one who stands
before him, and that he is perhaps most guilty of all for the crime of the one standing before him.
When he understands this, then he will be able to be a judge. However mad that may seem, it is true.
For if I myself were righteous, perhaps there would be no criminal standing before me now. If you are
able to take upon yourself the crime of the criminal who stands before you and whom you are judging
in your heart, do so at once, and suffer for him yourself, and let him go without reproach. And even if
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• Reply •

y , , y , g p
the law sets you up as a judge, then, too, act in this spirit as far as you can, for he will go away and
condemn himself more harshly than you would condemn him. And if, having received your kiss, he
goes away unmoved and laughing at you, do not be tempted by that either: it means that his time has
not yet come, but it will come in due course; and if it does not come, no matter: if not he, then
another will know, and suffer, and judge, and accuse himself, and the truth will be made full. Believe it,
believe it without doubt, for in this lies all hope and all the faith of the saints. -- Fyodor Dostoevsky,
The Brothers Karamazov (Pevear and Volokhonsky, trans.)
△ ▽

Michael Whalen • 11 years ago

• Reply •

"I find you guilty, counselor! Guilty of betrayin&#39 your fellow man! Guilty of betrayin&#39 your
country and abrogatin your oath! Guilty of judgin&#39 me and sellin me out! With the power vested in
me by the kingdom of God, I sentence you to the 9th Circle of HEll! Now you will learn about loss!
Loss of freedom! Loss of humanity!"

-- Max Cady, Cape Fear 1991
△ ▽

Bob Westal • 11 years ago

• Reply •

What he did was utterly reprehensible, there is no doubt. In fact, in my view he might well deserve
more jail time. However, of all the things Polanksi he might be including, possibly a rapist (whether or
not he he committed a forcible rape has not been proven -- the victim&#39s uncorroborated
testimony along cannot be considered proof; he is definitely guilty of an aggravated form of statutory
rape but usually people don&#39t call people guilty of statutory rape, rapists...except in this sole
case), there is zero evidence that he is a pedophile.  

Pedophiles are sexually attracted to prepubescent children. It&#39s in the definition. That&#39s not
an excuse, but the use of over-amped language can easily lead to the kind of lynch mob mentality
which so often applies in cases like this. 

It would be nice if everyone, on all sides of this issue, really thought about the words they were using
and their possible impact. Polanski may or may not have been a rapist that night, but he is not -- as
I&#39ve read in countless articles and posts -- an "admitted rapist." That is a misleading statement
unless you throw in "statutory." He is not a pedophile as far as anyone knows, though given this
incident and his open affair with the 15 year old Nastassia Kinski around the same time, he was
definitely willing to skirt the edge of what most of us would think was appropriate in terms of sex and
age differences. 

What I&#39m trying to say is that what Polanski has admitted to is actually quite bad enough -- if the
girl&#39s parents had tried to kill him, I would have entirely understood -- but that we should be
careful that we actually understand the words we are using before we use them.
△ ▽

Bob Westal • 11 years ago

• Reply •

Oh, I should add that I&#39m not really disagreeing with what Dan Harper wrote, but that word
"pedophile" in this case like "admitted rapist" tends to drive me a bit batty. Some would no doubt
accuse me of hairsplitting -- or of defending Polanski, which is a million miles away from my point --
but words matter to me and they don&#39t get much more loaded than those.
△ ▽

Jason Bellamy • 11 years ago

• Reply •

Bob: I respect what you&#39re trying to say, and very much agree with the theme behind your
argument, but two problems: 

1) You&#39ve decided to use the societal ("casual") definition for rape (to mean forced sexual assault
on an unwilling partner only, rather than sex with someone underage) but not for pedophile. Sure, by
the strict definition of the term, pedophile might not (but also might) apply to Polanski. But, then
again, but the strict definition of the term, rapist does apply to Polanski. So in outlawing pedophile by
its actual definition you&#39re actually underlining why rapist applies. 

2) Even if Polanski didn&#39t force himself on a girl who was closer to 9 than to 18, you&#39ve left
out a key detail: he gave her alcohol and drugs. So even if she didn&#39t say "no," he weakened her
ability to do so. If this happened in a college frat house among two 20-year-olds, we&#39d call it rape
(at least by its casual definition), even if "no" was never uttered. (And this doesn&#39t even get into
the whole idea of statutory rape law, which is based around the idea that a significant age gap can be
as powerful as a choke-hold to an underage child.) Point being, even if the girl was 18, rape is
probably the perfectly accurate description, given the drugs. But she wasn&#39t, and if we&#39ve
decided that "rapist" is too strong a word for someone who drugs and has sex with a 13-year-old,
we&#39ve lost sight of the deeper meaning of the word. 

Again, I agree with the spirit of your argument (the importance of words), which is why I felt the need
to take issue with it.
△ ▽
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Kevin • 11 years ago

see more

• Reply •

I don&#39t know, Michael -- all I see is an ironic takedown of a sincere gesture. Should the
diminishing power of irony so easily come out on top? 

Sure, quoting Dostoevsky without comment in a public forum seems a pretty weighty and
humourless move (nearly as bad as quoting the Bible, I&#39m sure, particularly given the spiritual
nature of the quote), so I understand that it&#39s practically an invitation to the level-headed ironist in
all of us, but consider the quote seriously and honestly for a minute: does it really merit nothing
beyond a tongue-in-cheek brush-off? 

I&#39m awfully skeptical of the frothing moral outrage surrounding the Polanski case: it&#39s too
easy a rallying point for too many dominant social forces looking to secure their hold on the minds of
the American public; I mean, even the usual dissenters can&#39t disagree when it comes to drugging
and raping a 13-year-old child! 

Worst of all, there&#39s absolutely no arguing with the (genuinely) ironclad logic of the prosecution:
given the nature of his crime(s) and his continuing status as criminal, Polanski needs to be brought to
justice. No event nor trauma nor contribution to art or society, whether occurring before or after the
crime was committed, can be considered mitigating factors in this case. They simply do not matter. 

△ ▽

Bob Westal • 11 years ago

see more

• Reply •

Ed -- 

Very interesting points, but I don&#39t quite agree. 

1. My personal "casual" definition of a pedophile has always meant someone who sexually pursues
"children" which in my casual definition is not quite the same thing as a teen -- even a very young
one. I think when you say "pedophile" to most people, they think of a someone molesting very young
children who are not sexually developed and I personally think the definition has been expanded in
"casual" use to go after Polanski and perhaps other highly charged cases. (I&#39m sure under the
correct definition, some "pedophile priests" might not strictly speaking have been pedophiles, though
there is no argument that what they did was not a horrendous crime and an evil act.)  

Of course, other people may define it differently -- but people misuse words and, of course,
sometimes their definition changes over time. That&#39s why we have dictionaries and that&#39s
why I actually referred to one for this. But if everyone starts calling "bananas" "grapes," the definition
may slowly change but we wouldn&#39t want to simply accept that in matters as serious as this. 

As for your second point, they drank champagne and both took part of a Qualude. It certainly

△ ▽

Jason Bellamy • 11 years ago

• Reply •

Bob: Quick backs ... 

"except if you define "rape" as sex with an underage person" 

Uh, yes, if the other person is an adult, I do. That was my point. 

Secondly, this line gets to the heart of why people have been able to see Polanski as anything short
of a child-preying monster: 

"My personal "casual" definition of a pedophile has always meant someone who sexually pursues
"children" which in my casual definition is not quite the same thing as a teen -- even a very young
one." 

Again, she was 13. Alter her age by just a few months and she&#39s 12. Again, she&#39s closer to 9
than to 18. She is a child. Period. Calling her a "teen" -- though technically true -- evokes thoughts of
high school students, learner&#39s permits, prom, homecoming, etc. She wasn&#39t close to that. If
she&#39d been 12, the outrage over Polanski&#39s actions would be far more intense than what it is
... which, fittingly, just goes to show the power of words. Alas, not always for the better.
△ ▽

Roberto Quezada-Dardon • 11 years ago

• Reply •
suppose we define rape as sex with someone who says "no" ?
△ ▽
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The �lmmaker discusses how he found his way into a story about white men as a mixed-race
South African.

Published 11 hours ago on April 9, 2021
By Marshall Shaffer



Photo: IFC Films

T o those who hail from outside South Africa, the title of Oliver Hermanus’s fourth
feature, Mof�e, might roll softly and smoothly off the tongue. But it only takes one
utterance of “mof�e” in the �lm’s apartheid-era military setting to understand the

venom with which the word is spewed by �gures of authority. The Afrikaans slang has no exact
English equivalent, but the closest translation is “faggot.” As Hermanus depicts, the
conscripted soldiers in the South African Defence Force wield the term not merely to
denigrate gay men. “Mof�e” functions to police an appropriate display of masculinity.

Hermanus’s �lm closely tracks a gay teen, Nicholas van der Swart (Kai Luke Brummer), as he
navigates his two-year army conscription while attempting to hide his sexuality from his
peers. Without short-changing Nicholas’s character development, Mof�e trains its lens on
how institutions like the military impress themselves on individuals by breaking them down
and regimenting a limited range of acceptable behaviors. The perspective necessitates limiting
the �lm’s point of view to that of young white South African men, an unusual and often
uncomfortable one through which to experience the horrors of apartheid. But underCONTINUE READING

The �lm doesn’t quite cut to the heart of the socially nurtured fantasies that splinter men from
women.

Published 4 days ago on April 5, 2021
By Chuck Bowen



Photo: Magnolia Pictures

F ilmmakers Travis Cluff and Chris Lo�ng have claimed that Held is “#MeToo inspired,”
and, indeed, the �lm often exhibits the subtlety of a hashtag. Eager to broadly satirize
male violence and entitlement, Cluff, Lo�ng, and screenwriter Jill Awbrey squander the

potential of their perverse scenario, which suggests a blend of Donald Cammell’s Demon Seed
and David Fincher’s Panic Room that’s been updated for the age of the smart home. Alluded to
but ultimately out of the �lm’s reach is the correlation between the powerlessness that
women have historically felt at the hands of destructive men and a new kind of submission
that’s been ushered in by our increasingly complacent dependence on surveillance systems.

Held opens with a �ashback to Emma (Awbrey) drinking inside a car. One is too aware of a
theme being set up with this exhibit A of a prologue, yet the imagery, particularly a shot of
one of the car’s windows sliding up and its doors locking, elegantly foreshadows what will
prove to be the �lm’s central metaphor: locational entrapment as a mirror of social
exploitation. Years later, Emma is traveling to the country, while her ride-hail vehicle’s driver,
Joe (Rez Kempton), hectors her in an invasive manner. Joe is a red herring, as well as theCONTINUE READING

The �lm’s real subject is a young woman awakening to her oppression, rendered poignant in all
its awkwardness by Noée Abita.



Published 4 days ago on April 5, 2021
By Carson Lund

Photo: Kino Lorber

T he hoary trope of a former pro athlete, never having reached their ideal summit of
excellence, channeling their frustrations and feelings of inadequacy into a coaching
career is given psychosexual shading in Charlène Favier’s Slalom, a study of workplace

abuse set in the French alpine skiing community. Instead of centering her story on such a
turbulent has-been, though, the �lmmakers express their insights into this all-too-common
pathology by directing their attention to one of its victims: wunderkind racer Lyz Lopez (Noée
Abita), whose high-pressure athletic regiment as a �rst-year recruit to a prestigious racing
academy is depicted with a lucidity that suggests a lived-in understanding of alpine skiing and
its culture. Shot in anamorphic widescreen, the �lm re�ects the grandiosity of Lyz’s milieu
while also emphasizing her smallness within it; it’s less a story about climbing to new peaks of
achievement, which comes rather naturally for Lyz given her preternatural ability, than about
the hazards that exist regardless of however many summits are scaled.

Immediately apparent in Slalom is the dynamic beauty of the racing/training scenes in the
mountains of Val d’Isère where Favier was raised, often captured by a camera that hurtlesCONTINUE READING



The �lm lacks for the methodically escalating stakes that makes the best examples of the genre
so entertaining.

Published 5 days ago on April 4, 2021
By Mark Hanson

P ål Øie’s The Tunnel is the latest in a recent wave of Norwegian disaster �lms, this one
revolving around the effects of a tanker truck crashing and exploding inside a
mountainous underpass. The crash traps a traf�c jam’s worth of cars inside the tunnel,

which, like most in Norway, has no emergency exists or rooms. That’s according to the
opening on-screen text, which also states that tunnel safety in the country is based on self-
support, meaning that “it’s your own responsibility to get out.” Not exactly a sound
infrastructure plan, but it sure whets the appetite for some good ol’ fashioned cinematic
destruction. Sadly, though, The Tunnel seems strangely uninterested in taking full advantage
of its premise.

The setup follows the disaster �lm playbook to a tee. As a blizzardy Christmas dawns on the
rural region of Vik, we’re introduced to a motley crew of locals, less people than pawns to be
steered toward their potential doom. Chief among them is Stein (Thorbjørn Harr), a widowed



�re�ghter and tunnel operator, and his daughter, Elise (Ylva Lyng Fuglerud). Frustrated withCONTINUE READING

Oliver Hermanus’s �lm is a rumination on the consequences of apartheid on those who bene�t
from it most.

Published 5 days ago on April 4, 2021
By William Repass

Photo: IFC Films

I n the same way that attaching a caption to a photograph can turn the image into a mere
representation of the words, intertitles have the potential to reduce a �lm to a
commentary on a historical era, instead of a story about certain characters that happens

to unfold in a particular time and place. It’s a subtle distinction but one with hefty
rami�cations. In the case of Oliver Hermanus’s Mof�e, you may wonder if the �lm might have
been better served by scrapping the intertitles and letting the images speak for themselves.

Mof�e, as the intertitles inform us, is set in apartheid South Africa in 1981, when the state
moved to “stop the spread of communism” by militarizing its border with Soviet-backed



Angola. “All white boys over the age of 16 are conscripted for compulsory military service,”
we’re told, and the �lm’s protagonist, Nicholas van der Swart (Kai Luke Brummer), is among
them. Before the images have had a chance to individuate Nicholas or his surroundings,
they’re overshadowed by huge abstract historical and political categories, which create an
expectation that Mof�e will go on to address issues of apartheid, nationalism, ideology, and soCONTINUE READING

These �lms show us utopias, dystopias, distant planets, and our own Earth destroyed.

Published 1 week ago on April 2, 2021
By Staff

Photo: Universal Pictures

“T he [sci-�] �lm has never really been more than an offshoot of its literary
precursor, which to date has provided all the ideas, themes and inventiveness.
[Sci-�] cinema has been notoriously prone to cycles of exploitation and neglect,

unsatisfactory mergings with horror �lms, thrillers, environmental and disaster movies.” So
wrote J.G. Ballard about George Lucas’s Star Wars in a 1977 piece for Time Out. If Ballard’s
view of science-�ction cinema was highly uncharitable and, as demonstrated by some of the
imaginative and mind-expanding �lms below, essentially off-base, he nevertheless touched on
a signi�cant point: that literary and cinematic sci-� are two fundamentally different art
forms.



Fritz Lang’s Metropolis, a visionary depiction of a near-future dystopia, is almost impossible
to imagine as a work of prose �ction. Strip away the Art Deco glory of its towering cityscapes
and factories and the synchronized movements of those who move through those
environments and what’s even left? It’s no accident that some of the greatest cinematic
adaptations of sci-� novels bear only a passing resemblance to their source material. Ridley

CONTINUE READING

We’re spotlighting our favorite movies currently streaming on Hulu.

Published 1 week ago on April 2, 2021
By Staff

Photo: Fox Searchlight Pictures

E ver since audiences ran screaming from the premiere of Auguste and Louis Lumière’s
1895 short black-and-white silent documentary Arrival of a Train at La Ciotat, the
histories of �lmgoing and horror have been inextricably intertwined. Through the

decades—and subsequent crazes for color and sound, stereoscopy and anamorphosis—since
that train threatened to barrel into the front row, there’s never been a time when audiences
didn’t clamor for the palpating �ngers of fear. Horror �lms remain perennially popular,
despite periodic (and always exaggerated) rumors of their demise, even in the face of steadily
declining ticket sales and desperately shifting models of distribution.



Into the new millennium, horror �lms have retained their power to shock and outrage by
continuing to plumb our deepest primordial terrors and incarnate our sickest, most socially
unpalatable fantasies. They are, in what amounts to a particularly delicious irony, a “safe
space” in which we can explore these otherwise unfathomable facets of our true selves, while

l l h h k l d h “ l

CONTINUE READING

These great horror �lms are currently streaming on Net�ix.

Published 1 week ago on April 2, 2021
By Staff

Photo: Picturehouse

E ver since audiences ran screaming from the premiere of Auguste and Louis Lumière’s
1895 short black-and-white silent documentary Arrival of a Train at La Ciotat, the
histories of �lmgoing and horror have been inextricably intertwined. Through the

decades—and subsequent crazes for color and sound, stereoscopy and anamorphosis—since
that train threatened to barrel into the front row, there’s never been a time when audiences
didn’t clamor for the palpating �ngers of fear. Horror �lms remain perennially popular,
despite periodic (and always exaggerated) rumors of their demise, even in the face of steadily
declining ticket sales and desperately shifting models of distribution.

Into the new millennium, horror �lms have retained their power to shock and outrage by
continuing to plumb our deepest primordial terrors and incarnate our sickest, most socially



unpalatable fantasies. They are, in what amounts to a particularly delicious irony, a “safe
space” in which we can explore these otherwise unfathomable facets of our true selves, while
yet consoling ourselves with the knowledge that “it’s only a movie.”

CONTINUE READING

On the occasion of the release of Godzilla vs. Kong, we ranked all the �lms in the franchise from
worst to best.

Published 1 week ago on April 1, 2021
By Rob Humanick

Photo: Warner Bros.

H e may be king of the monsters and headliner of the longest-running �lm franchise,
but Godzilla isn’t exactly a beacon of consistency. He made his premiere in Ishirō
Honda’s 1954 classic Godzilla as an allegorical �gure, warning of the dangers of

nuclear technology, before eventually settling into a drive-in movie star and a hero for
children, as well as those young at heart. That’s a somewhat unlikely legacy, especially
considering that the original �lm ends with the creature’s unambiguous death.

Inspired by King Kong’s popularity in Japan, Godzilla’s �lmmakers didn’t have the time or
resources to execute the stop-motion movie magic that brought Merian C. Cooper and Ernest
B. Schoedsack’s King Kong to life (the 1933 monster adventure was re-released in Japan in



1952), but their resourcefulness and ingenuity resulted in a different kind of magic. Eiji
Tsuburaya’s pioneering use of suitmation was not only instrumental in the �lm’s global
success, it also transformed the �eld of special effects. As for Godzilla, he forever in�ltrated
our collective lexicon: As series expert David Kalat puts it, “Where we would be without the
suf�x ‘ zilla’?”

CONTINUE READING

Writer-director Evan Spiliotopoulos barely capitalizes on the luridly sacrilegious implications of
the �lm’s premise.

Published 1 week ago on April 1, 2021
By Chuck Bowen

Photo: Screen Gems

F or a while, writer-director Evan Spiliotopoulos’s The Unholy gets by on the charisma of
Jeffrey Dean Morgan. As Gerry Fenn, the actor plays a Hollywood specialty: the
disgraced, cynical reporter with a drinking problem who stumbles into a story that

could reinvigorate his career. With his large, angular frame and requisite bad-boy facial
stubble, Morgan bears a bit of a resemblance here to Anthony Bourdain, emitting a similar
kind of erudite yet streetwise electricity. Morgan’s stardom has been long overdue, and it’s



refreshing to see him in the center ring, even in a �lm that appears to be attempting to fuse
Billy Wilder’s Ace in the Hole with one of James Wan’s, well, wan shockers.

Fenn is covering a livestock story in Massachusetts when he discovers a creepy doll near an
even creepier tree that’s been imported more or less straight from Wan’s The Conjuring. Fenn
is told that to break the doll is to potentially unleash an evil entity, which he promptly does in
order to goose his story with an occult angle. Not long afterward, a deaf woman, Alice (Cricket
Brown), arises from a pew in a nearby church, approaches the tree, and begins to hear and
speak preaching of a vision of the Virgin Mary and the miracles she’ll perform Then Alice

CONTINUE READING
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